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WORLD SUPER POWER AND
REGIONAL CONFLICTS
The Triangular Game Of
Great Britain With Bangkok And
The Lao During The Embassies Of
John Crawfurd (1821-1822)
And Of Henry Burney (1825-1826)
"Those men will only be seized and made grass-cutters to the king of Ava's
Elephants", exclaimed the King of Siam, Rama III (1787. 1824-1851) in 1825 of the
10,000 men of the British Expeditionary Corps led by Sir Archibald Campbell when
they landed in Rangoon 1• Was this the scepticism and hilarity of an assiduous reader of
Napoleon's works with regard to everything British2 ? In fact, the image of England
during this period was rather mixed, emotional and conflicting in the eyes of Asian
leaders. On the one hand, "the colossal influence of the English in India has inspired
terror throughout the Orient. This formidable and always growing influence has
overwhelmed every Court in Asia. The King of Siam feared being thrown off his throne
from the first day. When he saw a European he always took him for a British emissary.
Neither could he distinguish a priest from a layman, nor a Christian from a British" 3
wrote Lord Bruguieres when he arrived in Bangkok in 1829. On the other hand, with
their repeated failure in other parts of Asia, they appeared to be like a "paper tiger" or
a "hampered Gulliver". In 1808, 10 vessels of war, which were sent against Macao by
Lord Minto, Governor General of India, disengaged themselves from the expeditionary fleet and sailed towards Tonkin to intimidate the Hue. Court. Vietnamese
junks forced their retreat and 6 or 7 vessels were destroyed by fire. Th'e survivors who
arrived in Macao, were piteously hunted down by Chinese troops sent from Canton4 .
The world power of that period dismissed the Royal Courts of Hue, of
Bangkok and of Ava as "barbarous" 5 . Terms that were derogatory ~nd intended to
compensate for the frustrations in the relations between the countries. John Crawfurd
or Henry Burney would repeat ad nauseam, vis a vis the Siamese leaders, "their great
ignorance of what foreign nations were, had made this people weak and pusillanimous,
vain and arrogant and they have got to the point of believing themselves as nothing but
the very first nation of the globe. " 6
The Anglo-Dutch Treaty signed on 17 May 1824, made mainland South East
Asia an English sphere of influence. At first, the British objectives concerning this part
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of the world seemed limited to establishing Britain in certain Malay States in order to
assert its commercial imperialism. Perhaps we have got so many colonies to keep for
ourselves, so many territories to exploit but we can never have enough secure points for
our commerce and we can never get so many ports of call to supply and repair our
vessels" wrote Barrow in 18067 • However a certain British politico-strategic conception
viewed continental South East Asia (as the English then called it "Indo-China"
(Crawford wrote "Hindoo-Chinese")) as composed of 3large units: Burma, Siam and
Cochin-China. Siam comprised 2 sub-units: "Lao and Cambodian" 8 •
The power balance between England and Siam were so excessively disproportionate that British properties in South East Asia were more likely to become
inviolable sanctuaries, safe from Siamese attacks. "May I repeat again", wrote
Crawford, "that the Siamese people, notwithstanding their number and their vast
territory, are a people who are not in any way dangerous to us, even on the weakest
point such as the Island of the Prince of Wales. Their total lack of maritime talents and
abilities not only makes them incapable of all serious and dangerous aggression, but
also prevents them from worrying and annoying their neighbours from India and from
the Persian and Arab Gulfs, by causing trouble and indeed dangerous plunderings
against the rich and peaceful nations, their neighbours. The power and population of
Siam lies along the Menam banks: between this river and the points where they can
strike against us, there exist mountains, forests and dangeous swamps which cause
many difficulties to be overcome. Only power will permit them to invade enemy
opposite territory; the Kedah, doesn't exist. All the more reason why we should set
aside this more difficult venture, the invasion of Penang. It will never be dangerous to
us and a few mercenary troops will be enough to repel them rapidly" 9 • Being a rational
utilitarian, Crawford even foresaw some advantages. "If the Siamese nation became
our neighbour, I would fearlessly take the risk to affirm, after what I saw of her that
her power is just as fearful as the Malay power. From their proximity we can get some
advantages that cannot be received by the latter, of whom the form of the Government
is still more barb~rous and more unpolished" wrote Ambassador Crawford in
Bangkok on 12 July 182210 • From the commercial point of view, Singapore has done it
quickly to attract Siamese trade 11 •
Being Siam's immediate neighbour, the English are attracted to Siam "which is
probably, at this moment, more powerful and richer in resources than at any time in its
history'' wrote Crawford in 182212 • ''The large variety of Siamese possessions present
a wide diversity of soils and products. Allow me to say, that no country in the world,
has ever been so favoured by nature. Its products in the mineral, vegetable and animal
fields are not only so varied, but are also so appropriate for the stimulation of commercial enterprises ana attract the attention of foreign nations" 13 •
The sending of Ambassador Crawford was aimed at "renewing the trade
·relations on better footing, and at preventing all negotiations, having reference to terri-
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torial assignments, no matter what they were" 14 • Having arrived in Siam in 1821,
Crawfurd would then leave in 1822· full of bitterness. In a letter dated 15 June 1822
about Siam, the surgeon of the Crawfurd mission, George Finlayson, expressed the
idea of this climate at the time: "It is needless to say why our mission failed, for we can
really say that it was doomed to failure. After the way diplomatic affairs have taken
place so far in this part of the world, it is undoubtedly better for us to leave without
being insulted or worse ... " 15 .
The psychological climate, the cultural clash, as has already been mentioned,
partly explained this failure. Adding to this, there was a commonplace, but essential,
reason. What the British demanded was equivalent to the abrogation of royal
monopolies. In exchange, Siam would get nothing out of it, not even the arms provisions in which they were much interested: "What we chiefly want from you are
firearms" were the only substantial words- among others purely protocol-addressed by
Rama II to the British negotiator during the first audience given to him upon his
arrival 16 • The Minister of Foreign Affairs, Phra Klang, would certainly ask him this
question with clenched teeth: "If a treaty were made ... would Siamese vessels be
permitted to purchase firearms and ammunitions freely at British ports?" 17 Canons in
exchange for a commercial treaty. Desiring not to offend the Burmese with whom they
were still on the best of terms, the British would give the Siamese a negative answer.
To overcome this impasse, two tendencies were created. Humiliated by the
failure of his negotiations with Siam, Crawfurd advocated the use of the strong hand
and insistently proposed the blockade of Bangkok in order to induce her to give in. "It
is mostly from foreign trade, practised along the Menam river, that the kingdom
receiVes its principal resources and the government's officials most of their income. It
would need only one mounted gun, blocking the river, to completely stop all this trade
and only two of these could destroy the Capital without any possible resistace on the
part of the people. The Menam is accessible to this type of vessel, in all seasons; no
obstacle would make the navigation dangerous and either being suspicious of inside
treacheries or by negligence, there doesn't exist any equipped canon to defend the
Capital". (Report of Crawfurd at Bangkok on 12 July 1822) 18 •
For this end, he would collect operational information. That was the Court of
Bangkok would particularly as a grievance against him. "Crawfurd is an intelligent
man, a very fine observer and his objective was to seek information on the Siamese
Empire, before the English could send in their war vessels, intended to conquer the
Empire. It is for this reason that Crawfurd, Dangerfield, the doctor, and the officers
have explored rivers, surveyed islands, large and small, studied the population,
informed themselves and received advice in order to bring on other things that gave
offensive motives" (letter of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Siam addressed to the
Governor General of India, dated 20 February 1823 ) 19 • In spite of his repeated denials
Crawfurd would declare, like an echo of Phra Klang accusations, "I proudly confess
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that I have on every occasion tried to get information on the situation of the country
and especially of its commercial interests. I was particularly instructed otherwise" 20 .
Satisfied, his superiors wrote "Your estimation on Siamese military power and the
indication you have given on their territory's vulnerable points deserve the utmost
attention" (letter dated 7 August 1823 of the Governor General of India) 21 •
With the impetuous protest of Bangkok against ,the conduct of Crawfurd,
London decided finally to disavow her envoy 22 .
There was another more sophisticated approach which took place at the same
time the Anglo-Burmese war exploded. The question was how to carefully destabilize
Siam and to make her come to terms with a commercial treaty. For, as declared by
,Burney (who was on his \Xay to the Court of Siam to take charge of his functions) in a
·report dated 2 September 1825, "As long as the Burmese war continues, I do not
foresee the probability of our being able to bring this Court to any positive
arrangements with respect to trade and mutllal boundaries .... " 23 . But, in the
meantime, a set of incongruous measures to produce converge effects was chosen to
weaken Siam. The merchants as well as the officials, would on all occasions make
political approches to very carefully chosen high ranking Siamese officials . A guaranteed
friendship was promised. On 5 October 1824, Crawfurd instructed Mr. Gillies, who
was on his way to Bangkok in a ship full of armaments to "Seize the opportunity,
under any given circumstances, to make the Siamese believe in our friendship. They
have nothing to worry about. Quite the contrary, they are to profit from the result of
this conflict" 24 • This done, he had only to put into practice what he had proposed in
his long report dated 12 July 1822, during his long stay of four months of negotiations
in Bangkok, "In establishing closer relations with us, the Siamese will learn of our
character and our power better; they will be more willing to seek our friendship and our
good office; finally, they will be led to appreciate our indulgence and our moderation;
they will learn how to repose confidence on us, which wasn't the case up to now due to
their distrust and ignorar.ce. Such a situation will have pleasant repercussions on the
development of their commercial resources and will lead to our better acquaintance
with the resources of that large and fertile country, which undoubtedly is susceptible to
our offer" 25 .
Under these favourable circumstances, the arms trade was authorized by
London since 1823. This was because the Americans at that time had become the first
purveyors to the Court of Siam. The Minister for Foreign Affairs of Siam told
Crawfurd on 21 May 1822 "These people (the Americans) bring us what we are most
anxious to receive, plenty of firearms and ready money, and take away large cargoes of
sugar and other produce of the country' ' 26 . Blackmailing with the powers from outside
the region and with rivalry among themselves is an old reflex; a polit.ical art in itself.
"The Americans bring to Bangkok no other cargo than muskets, gun powered, brimstone
and Spanish dollars which are extremely acceptable to the Siamese ... In 1818, a
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Captain Hale visited Bangkok with an American vessel, and engaged to return which
he fulfilled. and which obtained forbim the Siamese title of Luang, and some offer it is
said, to the American Government to establish a factory at Bangkok several Americans
incited by the success of Captain Hale's speculation, afterwards visited Bangkok ... " 27
reported Burney.
British arms dealers would soon be making a fortune in Siam and one of them
would even receive the title of "Luang Awutwiset" 28 (Noble of extraordinary
armaments). Deliveries would be so prodigious that in 3 years, saturation would be
attained29• It was then in 1826, the eve of the war against Laos. Those arms would
furnish the Thai unsurpassed firepower against the Lao in 182730
Still, Siam remained sceptical with regard to British victory over the Burmese,
who was then considered the "Super Power"· of the region just after China, "Chao
Phraya Maha Yotha, ... was sent to take possession of Martaban, but with two sets of
dispatches, to be presented to the English or the Burmese whichever the victorious
party" 31 • A double game which had made Burney laugh as it came from those who
professed,. to be British allies. Burney was also irritated by Bangkok's stubbornness
which dldn't believe in British power even on that day of its victory.
The British victory in Burma overwhelmed Bangkok's governing class who
expressed their confusion in a session of the Council of Ministers as was reported to
Burn~y. "On that occasion he (the Siamese KinQ) said to Wangna (called the Second
King by the Portugu¢se) ''The Burmans with ten times our population have not been
able to resist the English. They are now very near to Siam. What could we do with our
small force?". The Wangna replied, "Siam has numerous people to defend the
•
country, and besides, there are many Chinese". The Phra Klang was of the same
opinion as the Wangna. Kroma-Kun and Kroma-Surin remained silent, considering
what answer they should give. The opinion of the King was delivered in these words, "I
think it right to continue in friendship with the English by doing which I shall remain a
King and maintain possession of my country. If I act otherwise, I shall lose my throne,
be driven into the forest and become food for tigers .... " 32 •
Hence, it was ei~er the throne or the Burney Treaty which had been insistently
proposed to him by Crawford's successor since 1825 33 •
Rama III knew the English were trying to bribe the General who was sent to
assist the English in Burma and they intended to appoint him to lead a "Mon
State" 34,-the nightmare of Bangkok. Dt,Iring Crawfurd's stay in Bangkok, two Siamese
noblemen came and proposed to him to exert British influence on their country and
they proposed then to gather 20,000 men for that purpose35 • Anou himeself (1767.
1804-1829) met with Crawfurd on 19 May 182736 • The unificator and the "champion
of independence'' of his countrl7, Anou wanted to set his country free from Siam
which had dominated the Muong Lao since 1778. "At the beginning of the XIXth
century, when Chao Anouvong was enthroned at the head of the vassal country of
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Vientiane, a political movement was born in Laos under his direction. Chao Anouvong
set Vientiane up as the unique political centre of Laos and led the Lao people out of
38
Thai political influence" said a professor from Chulalongkorn University .
39
Before the opposition of the Court of Hue against his attempt , Anou had
tried to break the diplomatic encirclement which Siam had imposed on Laos. At that
time, to the eyes of Anou, the Prince of Kedah favoured the British who had welcomed
40
him after a Siamese invasion against his State of Kedah • But Crawfurd's instructions
were quite explicit. He was to inquire about the "differences that existed between Siam
41
and tributary States .... " and "about the establishment of direct trade relations with
42
the dependencies of Siam's Government" . And, according to the unanimous
declarations of the contemporaries "his own country, the Lao, which form so interesting and considerable, ... , a portion of the present Siamese Empire" 43 . Being
pragmatic, the English had never said, like some other writers that Laos was the
"heart", the "keystone" and that "whoever has hold of Laos, also has hold of South
East Asia" 44 , that "the power that has hold of Luang Prabang will become the
sovereign master of Indochina: caveat consuls! " 45 . But it is all the same thing!
Moreover, '.' almost all the most valuable exports of Siam, benzoin, cotton,
teak, copper, poltry, stick-lac, lead, etc .... are the pi'Oducts of Laos, a great portion of
46
which is now annexed to the Kingdom of Siam ... " . Crawfurd himself who had
studied since 1822 the Lao commercial flux via China and Siam had annotated:
"Benzoin is th·e principal production of the Lao ... It was commonly believed that this
produce was from Sumatra and the Borneo Islands ... Stick-lac of the highest quality
was a very remunerative produce. It is harvested mainly in Laos and in the Northern
region of the Country" 47 .
The diplomatic breakthrough of Anou towards the British had spread .
Although the British were considered by the Siamese with suspicion. ''The English were
a dangerous people to have any connexion with, for that they were not only the ablest,
but the most ambitious of the European nation who frequented the East ... Those
people are clever and active, and the country would not be long in their possession
before they made it such that you might sleep in the streets and rice-fields". However,
the Prince of Xieng May wrote a letter sent to Moulmein in March 1325 to offer the
British his friendship. This happened six months before the arrival in B!l.ngkok of the
48
British envoy, Henry Burney . Once there, Burney incessantly tried to meet with the
Princes of Xieng May but was refused with great obstinacy by the Siamese authorities
49
to do so .
The new King of Siam, Rama III, attempted a political seduction on the
English. He spread the news that he was different from his predecessor, his father,
Rama II. He closed down the harem; "submitted himself to the English"; and freed
the trade . All that was a hidden tactical change by a tactician of power who had under
Rama II led the anti-British party and, who later as King himself, became the leader of
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the pro-British Party50 •
Rumours on th~ next invasion of Siam travelled quite fast throughout
Bangkok. An old prophecy had been foretold that, "a foreign King will soon rule
Siam" 51 • The praetorian guard of Rama III lost its morale and spoke of giving in. The
Bangkok population started to leave the city52 •
The treaty was signed with Burney on 20 June 1826 (some months after the
Yandabao treaty which ended the first Anglo-Burmese war and was signed on 24
February 1826) in which Siam was represented as Great Britain's ally. Against all its
hope, Siam didn't receive any territorial compensation. "Rle need to avoid a break
with the rising Anglo-Indian Efnpire was especially urgent in view of the developing
,Siamese problems on the Laotian and Cambodian frontiers" 53 •
And according to James Low's report of October 1826 addressed to his
superiors in Calcutta and in London, "Her neighbours (of Siam) on the north, the
Laos of the Che-Ung Mai and Lan-Chang, are ever ready to assert independence" 54 •
At the beginning of 1827, Anou wrote a letter to Rama III to inform the latter
of the deployment of Lao troops on the .plateau of Khorat at the request by Rama III to
help him face the expected British invasion by sea55• In fact, Anou used this action as a
political camouflage to destroy the stonghold of Khorat, the outpos.t of Siam's
annexationist policy in the Mekong basin, and to repatriate the population of that
region. He had even used that opportunity to organize a commando party led by Chao
Ratsavong to reach Saraburi in order to take back the Lao who had been deported
there since 1778. Rama III used the pretext of this action to mobilize every available
force against Anou. Careful enough, he left a portion of the troops to guarantee the
defense of the Menam mouth against a possible British adventure, which, on the
initiative of Governor Fullerton, from Singapore did make an armed gesticulation56 •
Anou was caught and died in Bangkok after being put into prison and tortured
for 3 days. "The Siamese made a complete holocaust of Vientiane" 57 , wrote D.G.E.
Hall. Arthur Dommen recently declared "the Siamese who by now were embarked on a
policy of vigorous presence in the Lao territory reacted to this impudent and imprudent
challenge by sacking Vieng Chang as the Romans had destroyed Carthage after the
Second Punic war" 58 •
Rama III who, since his accession decreed the annexation of the Muongs Lao
by generalized tattooing, was ensured of a scope of manoeuvres on the international
scale by signing a modus vivendi with the English. Fifty years before, Siam under
Taksin, considering the Burmans and the Lao as enemies59 then signed in 1776 a modus
vivendi with Asevunki, the Burmese general. In 1777, Siamese armies invaded
Cambodia to recruit troops, then Champassak and Vientiane in 1778. Fifty years later,
Siam under Rama Ill, "distrustful of the Lao as of us" (the English)60 , signed in 1826,
the Burney Treatyi it became the modus vivendi to invade and finally annex Laos a
year later.
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The definition of the enemy by Siam was that it must attack first to establish
"the law and the order" in what it considered as its backyard Laos. So as to eventually
face the more distant enemies in space and time: the Burmese in 1778 and the English in
1827 .
On his dying bed, Rama HI said "there will be no more wars with Vietnam and
Burma. We will have them only with the West. Take care and do not lose any
advantage to them. Anything that they propose should be held up to close scrutiny
before accepting it; do not blindly trust them" 61 • His successor Mongkut, champion of
the irreversible of the westernization of Siam, wrote to his Ambassador in Paris in
1867, "Both the French and the English probably think of us as animals for them to
grow on the carve out; they decive us into expending our energy as if we were oxen and
62
buffalo' ' .
Finally, a problem of some importance for history can be raised . What was the
decision-thinking of Chao Anou himself after his. meeting with the British Ambassador
John Crawfurd in Bangkok? The most famous and fastidious Lao literary masterpiece
traditionnaly attributed to Chao Anou for the authorship, the San Leub Bo Soun 63
emphasized: "I would like to gather all my related communities to assist me. This
includes the Ho (i.e . Chinese), the Kaleung (i .e. inhabitants from Chieng Mai to
Burma?) and the Keo (i .e. Vietnamese) .. . ,( 64>.
The San Leub Bo Soun continued: "With a deeply troubled heart, I am like a
tangled stem of lotus leaf and how can I bond an elephant with it. Such a strong fire is
burning inside me that the waters· of'the five rivers would not be able to put out. My
heart's desire cannot be fulfilled because Mahanathi in Pan jab is too far away" 65 . This
"fire burns inside me", albeit the cold weather, stressed the poems. The meaning seems
to be that the British, a Super-Power in India at this time, is too far away to be of any
strategic assistance, or that those newly ·footed English in the Malay peninsula did not
seem to have made any commitment. In his Lao best-seller Pheui Sane Leub Bo Soun,
Somsy S. Desa comments about another phrase of the San Leub Bo Soun (which said:
"I want to round up all the fighting men to protect the country.") in these terms: "This
means to build a strong army to fight for the liberation of the country till victory . For
that we cannot depend on foreigners " 66 .
Chao Anou, the builder of pagodas along the two banks of the Mekong river in
his Lan-Xang,Vientiane,Chanthaboury,Sissatanakhanahout67 must have often recited
the Buddhist formula: "Attahi Attano Natho". (One should help oneself and nobody
can know and help us as ourself.)

Dr. Mayoury and Dr. Pheuiphanh
Ngaosyvathn
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